Propshafts are still a famous driveline component for LCV, SUV and high-class saloon cars.

New developed high-speed shafts are still equipped with center bearings but also with disc joints instead of flexible couplings. This ensures full comfort to vehicle passengers. If one of these components fails, vibrations and noises occur.

At OES it's common to offer only the complete shaft instead of repair solutions which is very expensive for customers and brings logistic challenges with it.

GSP now offers 40 propshaft repair kits which allow a cost-saving repair instead of changing complete propshafts.

Advantages of GSP propshaft repair kits:

- All necessary components for a professional repair are included.
- Quick replacement of spare parts which are not available at OES.
- Easy delivery due to small box sizes compared to complete propshafts.
- Space saving solution for stock keeping.

GSP covers a wide range of vehicles already and extends its range continuously.
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